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bility.\ of th~ forecast is· als.o- undesirable .. 
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If we f.orecast any\ other value, 
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say i 1 + /J., ·where ~ is _-a ... small 
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(but non-zero) increment: 
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Since the expe.cted .value of -,ri =.µ..and ,,the expected value of•,-
x = µ,, ( I·. 3) may · be rewritten:· - '• 
~ .( F.E). 
n 
', )2 2· E c-··. X'· - X , + /l ( 1 ~-4) ,_.' 1 ,i ... 
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which is.· clearly _greater ( I .1) . 
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1.11 Forecasting Models _.: General . . ~ ~ . . . - .. --
, . 
'°·";, . 
-some .. -general -obse·rvations. · -- ---------· 
-- - ------------,----- ---~~---:-
\~,, 
---·-·--· -------------------~ 
Fit·st ·, ·unlike physical-,· chemical or oth r natural processes, few. 
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econorrg.-:e time .. ~er.ie? ,,can be described. pr even · ppro,ci,nate(f· for all time. · \".;·"fl 
by any one fixed ~:~~ematical model. -- \ .· . . ·~: .· r 
- '· J \ - --..-- --., . - -
·--, ----- -· ---· - - . -- -- -- - -- - - ---- - -- •c· -- - -~--------~~-~ -------~, •--- . (r 
Secondly, there is little merit in ·proposing very high order and/or ~. 
. --
complex mathemattca-1 models for an economic time series unless these 
. ,, 
. ' 
models can be validated by something mo're than historical data.. ~co-
nomic ·series· are the result of many ·.interrelationships of causative 
factors and affected by .sociological·, psychological, multiple judgments --
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1.12 Equally Weighted .Moving Average. 
Implicit or explicit in nearly all forecasting·models· is·a 
hypothesis about the gene~ating function.---T-he~-al-ly 'weighted moving,-
average concept presumes a constant model i.·e., 
d 
t 
a + € 
t 
., 
e · .. is random nois_ e, or· error \ t ,, . 
(1.5) 




must be· estim·ated. ·. This estimation 
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··-"~-- The p~ocess· .of estimating:·a · in this manner ·is _q_ui te· ·:~i-mple. 
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Moreover, it is ·accura:·te: 
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estimate of the. one' coe·.ffictent of the ·model. 
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Unfortunately, ._the r~~e of response is ·governed by_ the_$tz·e-·o'f····--.."'" 
.---- ,---.·_;·.·. ~- •• _--.-: J 
--='"-::._-=..,_-___ . t,,··· 
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'! •• · •. 
~- ·-· ~ the e.sttmate is· quite stable (des.ireable if the_ time series is·· . ~ .... - . . . 
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. very slow. A. small n res~onds ,to ch·anges in .level but is als_o quite, 
a.ensit . t,ve. to noise. 
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"" In sunnnary, the simple moving average co~cept i~ simple and accur- · 
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·1.13 Linear R¢gression Model 
. i'\ 
·w1 th a linear regression m09el a .. str.aight lin~ is fitted to· 
. .,.y ' .. ' . ~· . . . 
; 'I,• ". •. •-,, .. • • • '• ' • . • I 
i· 
. historical data by the method of least· squares. Thus, the· model is: 
. . . 
d·· ·· = a + . b t + e t . .·. ' t (1.7) .. :.: . 
./ ~ 
where a and ~b are estfmated l>y -soluti.o~ of t·he simultaneous equattons: 
·-----··· ·------ .. .. ··- -'--'-'--~-'---'--------
\' 
.. 
~ .. .- . 
. ,:. 
- . - . - . . .... 
. '· 
............ _____ ' -··, ··,:· ···-~· -··· ·--· . 
aN+bbt =Y.d 
. 1:,.\':f 
a}:t + bEt2 = ·Lrl t it 
(1. 8) 
(1.9)· 
By simply pro._1ecting equation ·c1. 7) i.e.·,· so_lving ..~Jt for t = T ·+ L, 
· .. 
g' ~· -· 
. Orte. can fore.,cast f-titurEf ~mands·. \ 
.. 
.. 
. · Like the m9vfng average, this 
1
m .. 00~1.1 responds to ~hanges in demand 
rather slowly~·. -1,t does,' however, allow extrapolation of. a tr~nd. It . 
.. 
' 
' ~-- •'. ~-
• -i-s" not nearly as straightforward· in computation and requires much data· 
. . : 
.,. ' .... •' 
if a .narrow confidence band ·on- ·pesults is desired.· : 
. . ' . ~ 
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·. ---------- · · --- . .._ ~----·----" · ·--- ' t · · o o - · i i . n n · ·· 
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,-::-_-_ __ ::-:--·-· · , __ _ where f - any. a:r'bi trary function _'arid _the a1 's ar; consta11ts tQ be 
.... __ '_, ·- -------- -- --· -· ':__ __ _,_-':: -
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. -· ----···--·-·------------ -. . -:·- -~- . -·-----· . -·---:-. .,_~-· -
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--- ·· , · estimated by least·•quares. 
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. • . JI\ . :::·· ... : .. : -·-: ·-·:·- . .. fY-. Multip~e regression with functions that are fitted through regres--
. ----- . --------·.. ..... ij . 
- ' ' 
· [ · ,__ : · .... · sion analysis a.re often tised for, analysis Qf a __ national an(J international- · 
l • \ 
. \ Certain .leading statistics are found whicn (for. ---. ~- .. - -1 ·-~-
. " . ' 
-· 
reasons- sometimes ,mknown) ~orrelate quite closely with the time ·serie-s 
.. 
------ ·-----~ -. - --
.. -··· . 
. , . ,,., 
t· 
·t 
- .·_ • ·---~-~:_.:...·· 1~·----- "-- --=~---'Jn.4_er llJ.l&lysis. Ali thes_e statistic(:' are used in the general model. .. . r--
· [ . Generally, use of multiple regress-ion in this sense is fraught . 
'\ 
with danger. In any two time series with significant autocorrelati9n, 
'finite samples from each will always show strong cross-correlation [1]. 
! ' 
In addition to this danger, a prime factor against such forecasting 
41, _· 
- ··----·- ,· -. _ .. ---·· -· 
,;,.. . . 
model is_ the difficulty of computation. 
·, 
·1.15· Simple For~casting Moo,:els, Summary. 
· "The above discussion of three simple forecasting models was not 
- \ 
. meant to be exhaustive. The purpose of the discussion was: 
(1) 
··. ~ ' 
By simple exa11:1ples, to set the stage for=-a deeper .. analysis. 
of forecasting and, 
~-y..A--_____ •• __ _;..._,;... ____ ..,....._.:......·r --·~-- ""'""',.,.._. ________ ~_/ _ _!,,,.,_,..~-·-·c-·~---·····-~····-· ,.,. .. _,.,-----·-···· .. ···-······a··-····-----·-···--- "' 
- . "'" 
(2) To demonstrate the desireable criteria for a forecasting 
r:-· ,,. // 
/· 
,· :--·· -
I > . 
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.- r·' 
,....- ··---· -· ..... : .. --··. 
- - . . 
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,,These criteria are: 
·c1) · Accuracy 
·- . -·-·- - -- ---- •~-· ·,==--~:'."·"····-··- ··- ... ., -:--~---1- ·-. :-::--'· 




(3) Res.ponse1 to real changes in the series. 
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~:f · . ~-- ..... · -. '... . .. !' . Accuracy ijmy·- be measured, by two general~y accepted- parameters· - ·. 
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---·-- -~- We note ,-that o-f--the--a-bave--mod-e--ls-,--mttl-tiple-regressron-·espe·ctal-1y 
·_-----_ I - .. - ·) 
---1---:--'- --~-----· . ·. ... . ............. . :· .. . .. ----·-. .:..___ .----~:-' ·----. ----------.. ------·; ----.-- ".. . - .... -
:,i · - .. · . ·· . ~- ·_ .· .. · . · · ··-f4l1S ·t,h,e second -·---- --criteria and even the linear regression mode1 is not· -
I 
. I (. 
-. ,- / . . .. -- -. . I 
·--·~---- .. --.-~-~~~~o,e·ast~1y·····computed. _ Also, . none . of these triode ls give any spec.i·al cons Id~ . 
eration to the most recent (and presumably most accurate) information. ...... ,.f; 
. ' 
. . ., . The next section is concerneµ with. the third criterion: respqnse 
'. 
~ate, why and under what conditions it is very importa~t. 
- . - -
1.2 The Prbblem of Non-Stationarity. 
We have noted that an economic tim~-series can never be modeled 
-- . -_ - --~- .... .., - ---- --·.--. ·---~ ... ·-----~-' 
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within the 'immediate fut,·1re our· process is stationary and that we 
have a reasonably fitting mcxlel. 
. .. !i 
By our definition of a stationary series, a very few· real series 
• 
·w·ould · qualify even over a short period of time. We can somet·i111es, 
- hqwever, approximate stationarity by the s'tmple expedient of _subtracting 
off what we cons:l.der,t·to be the perfectly predictable element of a series~ 
yielding a stationary process. For example,- the sale: of b~er is 
seas_onal '· it h?,s a ~ecular trend and it has ·an ~npredictable, . random 
l, 
component I!.. Hence ~ we might mode 1. beer sales as: 
1\ 
(l.~l) d ·, = a + bt + c sin 2nt .,·+ · e 
t 12. t 
-- ·-- ---- --
., 
· after removing the -puPe-1-y·-·an,lytical and predictable portion we have 
,l ...... 
· le-ft· only € which we presume to be a random variable with mean zero t. 
\ l:llld Variance cr2 and invariant with time, clearly a stat~ona·ry Series;·-. 
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It is by this mearis that the requirement · for s~~tionari ty of some 
.. •·. ···--· . •,/. ·-· 
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- . model~ di'E;Jcq.ssed below· is met [8]. ··,-·-~. -·---. . i~ .... · ...... · .. -·. ' ' - . ~ 
_ _.:_-~--,-----,r"-----··--------·--··---····· ···-·- ··-····· 
.. 
Now let us consider the case where· the requirement is·. not met and .- _--_-···_---_-.·-_-·-_····-·_--- -
' 
•' . 
' . -- .' -,. 
--------·-°"---- -- ····-·-,------···----·--•--------. 
-·-- - --- ----------··---------- ----~-- -----~----. ------- ---------·---· 
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-.- '. ·-,-· ' , <_- ; · -L .·c • ·::: •f t~~ series· (fn at le-st an ;inte~val) cannot be even approximated by-an· 
• . --J • • • - . ,·., . I 
.. . ' ~ . 
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Appe)\dix I is a graph of weekly demands· on a particular product - ·. -... 
. \ ' 
.. I 
. j 
over a period of one · year. _ It is clear that in this case the process 
is not .stationary, nor can it be made stationary by the technique of· 




·The problem then is this: ln reality we know that we often do 
"' 
not have one st~tionary time series required by the best forecastfng 
methods, we have two or more.· Most current methods of handliµg this 
problem is to flag unusual forecast errors then manually adjust the 
, forecasting model. • 
What would be more desire·able would be the ability ~o quickly 
... - r 
i ' • . i 
. . -. I 
. . . . .. . · 1 
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~ ·--~~~~------~-~------ ----·-··---···· f· .. · ., 
rid ourselves of the -old tire series and to heavi.ly ___ weight the new, 
' ' 
1 . 





. . \ ·Thus the tnird criteria for a good forecasting method ·ts high 
. . 
flexibility and rapid response to adapt to the new time series. \ .. 
,) . 
I '. None of the mbre sophisticated models presented below ·do this .. 
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.. proposed herein adapt· much more. rapidly - at ·the. _expense of .. computation·· .. 
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.0 - However, where many items, say 500 or -more~,---are_ a.,dmi.~i~te~ *1DQ :'"· . ·' 
. -· 
' . - ------ - ,1··-·--------~ 
.. ( : 
':'--' 
' -
-·-• .!' tore_ca&t~d _by a speed computer and- forecasting 
-- ------ ---''-- -- .... --- ------ .requirement f
--
V.L 
:- . __ ; 
Brown [2]-points out a case where a a 
.. program desig~ed to report such anomalies among its 4-500~ :"· produc_ts. 
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~:-.. ~ The communicatio·ns engineer who is -,confronted With the statis·ttcal. 
. . 
~- . 
"' .. : . ,,.,,,,.... ~ ' ' 
;- ~:- .:~.:/,~~/' · ,forecasting:,. of 'economic. time series is iminediat~ly s~.tuck ·with the 
. ·"' 





I .,,1 • • • 
· analogy to statistical communications theory. 
In this chapter we wish to look at two techniques from this theory: 
. ·, ,' 
• J 
Spectral .Analysis and Wiener's Auto-Correlation Techniqq~ .. 
I., •' ~~ . . 
.If we- consider an e.conomi~ time series as 'being generated by some .. _ 
.analytic ·function with noise superimposed, the·analogy to ·a communi-
cations signal js apparent . 
; ' 
Our. for.ecasting system, att.empting to · 
.• . .• 
s.eparate the· signal from the noise is .. our "linear filter." -
Spectral analysis is of interest to us because it is a powerful 
.. 
, .. 
·method of ana~i-yzt.ng time series for identification of the gene~ating 
o/0 
function mentioned above. Se~ondly, spectral analysis is useful in • 
' ' ' iJf' 
evaluation:·of · our forecasting model (the "fi·lter" of communicS.tion. 
·, ' • J 
. '· .:.-
• >i":. . 
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-----~ -··- - . ·--~ ..... • '"· r~ ·_. ~ 
theory), more about this later. 
·1 o; 
; ·, ~ 
p. .. , 
.. ; . . . Wiener's auto corte la~ion technique is impo~tan~ 'to. us beca·use \ I 
. ... _ ' 
. . 
•.. 
. it yield.s optimum weights for a moving average. 
.. . ; ·~ 
We do not use it in. 
'-._.:__ --. 
our models but· will show the close conne.cti'on between the rigorous 
. :.-·,. . 
. . 
bu·t computati.onally unwieldy method of Wiener and· the fpproximate 
J 
liut ___ Yas~e·r--me tnod ·of e~p_oo~1.1tJ@. l .... ~.m90 tlitng. . . .. _ . ..._ ____ . --·---. ···----·- -
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.. ______ .... - -
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. . 
. Consiaer~bie-·work·---·ha-s been done in the fie'ld. of· si-g.na.1 detection 
. ' / ' ' 
' " in the fa-ce of noise. Wiener's now ,classi~. work [~1], deals.with.,and 
( . 
. •, . 
............. 
. ' - . 
. --';-- ···;-·--: ~- --.- .-·- ... 
. ·_ ·,. 
... 
. " cla.rifies the·. ~aiue of th:e autocorrelation function ·-as a means of: estim-_ 
' .. ' ·, • • .>P' 
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.. a ting not only the c·urrent ·~alue·· ()f a si~al . but also ~t.s probabl~ 
.. ·'· -. >· ·- ~. \ ' 
/ ' ' 
. ·,,_)/ 
\ 
·. . .· 
value at some··future- time.') Isvinson in-an Appendix·-to·.Wienersho'lls.+:··--·--·~_'.,~=:· .. ;·i· -· 
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how optimum . weights nui.-:r_J;le~~hQs~~---f oij __ ~ movi11g __ .f.t.¥erage __ _type __ ~of. line.ar.: ·- - ----·-- :,· 
- . . . : ~ . . . 
-~~--~~--~-f--
. j 
. I .' .: II ' 
- - · -::c -"> : ~ ,T_ ; · .;. ··· · - ft 1tert iii ; - In add:i 'I: ion , ne aevidC>ps tihrotigh. the · au tOCO rrerat1on run c- :;.'. ,:::: _ ~:: : • 
,ii .. 
-~------'-----
-~ _!-I.?~, a ·measure of how well the be-st poss·ible filter should! separ~te 
/' : 
signal from noise •. Bode and Shannon have contributed .much t·o the 
• - .T~·' , .... '\ - It".~• _,_. ·~ a• -• • ' ! . 
''optimum 1:1.near!-~f~·lt~rs O · mentioned in Brown· [2]. 
- r· 
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Spectral analysis, ortginating i-n the communications science has 
" ·---~---'-----·---
/ .. 
been shown to -be <raluable in an·alyzing a time series ... R. B. Blockman, 
; 
;·,_ __ ·-
'l J •. w. Tukey [18], U .. Grenander [19]; E. ·J.Hannan [22]; R· .. -~P· Bogert, 
' . 
- -·- -... 
;,. __ ., .. 
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· ··. II. J. Healy, W. F.:Freiherger, N. ~. Goodman, G. M. Jenkins [20], and. 
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. one of the basic presumptions .is· that the time ... series being an~lyzed ,1 -~~~- ... ' . 
~s stationary [21, page 11 and 2.2, · page 3] •. 
•• 
· 2.1 Spectral Analysis -~. 
• 
1
· Much of the definitive and applicatt.ons-ori,nted work. in' spectral 
.anaJysis has beeri done in the field of communications. · Blackman-and 
·Tukey, two outstanding· ~ontributors are members of· ~~technical· s_tafL. _ 
.. 
' 
"··· . of Bell Telephone Laboratories. 
'. 




I . .. 
As hinted al:)ove, spectral .. analysis is of practical interest to 
. . . 
·. us .for two reasons: (1)- . i.t is a powerful tool for 'estimation. of' any· ~ - -- - •·. , Q ,,~ • • 
... -."' , . .., .... 
. ' 
... ·- l~ . 
. -, ... 
·t·rigonomet'i·ic content·'.:'in a. time series generating function and . (2) since 
. ,· ·,.-.~~. 
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ad~itive noise signal et._ 
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' I~ electrical engineering, this expression repre,ents the power 
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- An analys-is of- the power spectrum of a time series may yield 
· evidence of trigonometric constituents.,. i.e. , seasonality. 
I' ---
The. second use of power spect .. ~a is in frequency response analysis 
of our forecasting system. Our forecasting system is analogous .to the 
·linear-filters of.Bode, Shannon, Wiener, Levinson and others. 
The frequenc_y resP.EtD§Je _of a linear filter in an electrical net-
. ~. 
work is -,a complex_ f·unction in the freque~cy domain: \ 
x . = G (w) + j 8.(w·) 
. (W) . . , (2. 7) . 
The real part represents gain (or attenuation) at frequency w. 
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may be .used to derive·(through the z-tra11:sform) the analytical. respo~se 
function of our forecasting model. 
~. 
~-., '.i: 
,.--1 2.2 Autocotrelation Technique -.Ii·"•" . ''-M'T . . 
·'-----F-or a stationary time series, the. autoco.rrela~ion technique will 
· -yield optimum weights for ~ __ moving ayerage estimate of the. generating 
• 
·function. This is demonstrated as follows: 
J 
Let us ·denote a signal f (t). as being composed of a mess·age gft) 
and noise f(t) - g(t). For a discrete case, we may_consider the 
. 
: -,total signal as· a series· in b , 




- a . 
k 
We desire a filter (forecasting syste'tn) whi.ch, with input b , 
- k. 
• i 
• produces an·output a 
k 
as ·nearly as possible. Hence, we must weight_ 
•.• ~· .. 
--sueeess.ive valueSc of bk by f~c1:orS Ak to minimiz'e: 
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error term. l ~'I --. 
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where e ,:is the··kth 
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Where Ra(k) -is the autocorrelation function. of. the •s·sage ,. k· is 




the.index of discrete 18.g. 
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a (k)-· = lim --· ~ b b1 
-1> .- n ... • 2n +· 1 ·••-• 1 -k 
(2. l5) 
· An .interesting point might be made here: the 
physica1· interpretation is that the meas&ge and- a:il8a1.a·re uncorrelated, 
1 •.•... 
i.e. J the mess?,ge i~ completely obli terateci ·'by noise~ . ponversel1,' 
R.ab(k) '.".= 1 is-'a case. of zero noise. . '., 
Now rewriting (2.·13) with the indicat-ed correlation-functions_ 
w.e have: .. 
- j 
M 
+ ~ A A R. (m - n) 
....... n m-'l> . 
···- --·---·--·-···----- ··-"-- ·----· - -- -·---·-· 
. To '8ini~ize thi,; we t·ate the- partial derivative: 
~~ 
• 







-2 ·R (k) + ·2 I: An ·a.. (k-n) 1 ab ... o --b . 
- 1JS-




...... ,. M (2~.18) 
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set ___ i,t_ to ' The result is: 
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~ and we have- solved for the optimum set of weights tor linear forecasting 
o , I 
.. ,,. .... ~ 
•---·····----- ,, 
of the time series .. ,,, 
---·· In words: to find optilllUlll weights, form the product_ of a column 
-· 
'1i7_~~~2~- -~~- the cr<:l_ss corre~ation functions beg-inning with Rab (L) where_ 
--· / 
· L is the lead time, and the inverse of -t-he autoco-rre1ation. (auto-
.J 
covariallce) ·matrix of the signal Rb. The resultant -\. are multiplied. ··--
by the residual' of the t-k period and the sum of the weighted residuals 
equals the forecasted residual. 
In theory, the autoco·rrelation 'function must be c9mputed ·from·. 
to +a>. 
- . . 
. 
In practice!, we kriow that these functions are. symmetrical 
··-· -···--- .. ·---·-··- - . ,..;~.---
. .,, 
about zero h~nce, o~ly posi t_ive elements are ,necessary. Also, the . 












.... - -,----··"•- .··•· . ..:.a....-----r-~- ---- .... 
. ' ·' 
' 
'I" - --- :• -
achieved with 10-12 period-s of lag. 
. ,. ' . .f'· ., 
.-Also, s·ince we have ·never rea~ly known the., true value· of the 
·~s~gna.1" in economic• forecasting, we use the estimate - .(old,_ 0cfore_castl 





. -·· .. ~-"for ·tne·· ·me-an; .. · ..... ·. ·.·· ''. -~~·=~=~=--·-:=~==:~=---------·-· ~ -
~. . ... -~-----~·"·---------- -- . 
'. I 
........._ I ,· __ ·_._ ---·- ... S·[ 
··-·- - " --_ :=;-;------ ..... 
---- - -- ··-- . - --.. ·· ··-·--·--·--···-- '~-----·-
.. -- ·~ -----~ 
-- - ··- ... - . ' . 
~-
A very simple example Will conclude this ifect·ion. 
' . 
Let us say 
. . 
\ that tne autocorrelatJon. coeffi-cients of a particular time series are 
\ - \ -··•·- ~ ·-· •••· •·•' • "·•-' ... -1.,•••••---, ... •.·-•~ ,--·--· ,.·----u---· • ----• ··-··· • 
'""- - c..._• -·- -
I 
computed to be,: 
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.' ~ . :'· -R~(k) = l~OO~l, 0 .. 478/ .. 0.08,0, 0.111, 0/199, o·.159 
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/ ~- ,, . 1\ 
- rt ~ 
. . -u 
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·.· ( . . . . .. - - -- - -·------· ... 
' \. 
•. · ..... ·. '\ 
,-· --- . o. 2-ss · - · o. 4 78 · --·· -.1-.-000- : .. --:-·--~- ---- --.:. .......... o.~-::'158 ,.~---~;-........ -,,;~:_,.,c... .. :.~.--·-~~-=-- -- '-'--- ~ -~-- -- - -
·.·. ,, \ 
-- .... ---- ·~ . 1-· = • ,. ~· -------·-- _._ll.l .. 
·-'~-_-·. ·. --~ > .. _ ::--- ~-rif-t"z--3: \ Inverting, ·tlie matrix, we nave· A ·= • 199 
•. ,; '.,~-·-;:·-- ·,- ---,· • . ....• • .'.. . • •. . • ly . ,I •• ! •, i 9 158 
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····- --- .,.. ________ _. 
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.. , • ___ : ____ · . ·- - :·· :· ',1"' .. 
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-- -•-I .. ,.• -- - ·-- '··-· •·•·•-- • • • • • -.--. ___ .,. _____ ..._ ... - I '. , 
. --· :r~ "" 
' 
wheri.ce the forecas.t ., for. the t_hird period hence .. is; . a . ' 
-(dt-l-Ft .. 4; t-? + O~ISS(dt'.":'2Ft-5,t-2)-+d 
. . . 
• I (2.24) . 
J'. • 
... 
F · - forecast made ih peri<Xl t-n ·for per. iod_ t-. ·k ·, 
~-if, t-k 
-
- actual demand period t-k 
~ . 
.......... d 
.-·------- -~--~=- ·-·--· t-;;lt' •, ' -
·a - . : . - _, ~ aver~ge. demand~-
. --·--· --~---~----- ---"·'--;;._ 
Before leaving t'he topic of the autoco-rrelatiori technique. it_ is 
.~ 
.(1) We earliel' demonstrated- the_ desirabi.lity·of forecasting-the ____ _ 
0 ' ' . 
·········-·~---- .... ··-··· ... --:--·--· ----~ ... •·······:· ,·-· - ,.Ji,.·- r- :····· - ' (" 
-.. _-- =----- ·----·-·c .. :.~~--·-·· ··, ... · .. , ~-- ., 
-
- --···--·---.--- ~---: __ , ____ ·.-me-an of a time series, ·ass·uming zero autocorrelation. The foregoing 
------. ------- -- - _--- ~ 
-- --- -- -demonstrates that the- ~ffect of autocorrelation might· be significant .. -
~~' :, I ' 
' f 
If so; we should capi t~lize on it. _ . ._,_ ..... :...... ·-·-·-----·. 
rt 
,· 
(2) .,The aBOV-e-----de~e-fopmen-t-·shows .that· wher~ a time series-·is ·1station--·--.. ----- .. 
. 'i 
.. ar~· and has signi.fi~ant autocorrelation we may forecast the mea~ 
: : a . I - . (assumed. to be perfectly predictable)', p_lus ___ _a __ .r ..e.s.id.ua.l .... and __ · __ that..the ....... ___ ,_,._'. ____ ~---~---~--_ -::--~:~------ ..... 
,, 
·RMS error will be· less than· that resulting from prediction o'f the mean· -· ----,. 
~· -··-·--·· 
. alone· .. 
- ___ _____::~~-:.:...--=·~·-,-· ---~~-- .--,~--- .·.··-···--.---~- ----.··-~ .. -_ . .,.,,,~-~--,,---~~------ ~ .. ---··------~---~--~--.---- ' ---- . __ ·--·----····----- - . 
' ' -- - . ·, 
-- (3 ). 'l'he amount .Of computation necessary-for-u-goott apirroXima:tTOff ~ 
'• . j' ---r . ,_ -. . --~- ·.------· -j . --~-~-~--
·, ' ~ --·~--· ----- ·---·-·----· 
·=.=;.__ ·-·-........ . 
- - '-- --' ---
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··of· the optimum weights is not insignifi.cant. 
·'~ --Ttie computation of, say · 
~ . 
·aof .. autocorrelation coefficients· and th~ inv~rSiOD, of a- (say) 12 X · 12 
~ • • .• ,. -- • I • ' .. :i • 
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We later Show how· 
"· ., 
.. . . . . . . . . .. . .. ... .. ... .. . ·.· .... . . . . . . . ... . . .. .. . . . . . '\· , • .. . . . ·. .· ....... · .. ·. .. . .. . · .... ··.·. . . . . ·---·----"-·....,....!..;..,---...;:..,----~-~. r-,, .,...,..~""' 
···-·------------ .- --~----_:-(Y~~.~ae:xponent'faf'~·smootn~li-gapproxfi.nates- tliis approach with, much -less ·-· 
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thus -·------·------------always has an inverse. 
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-. i~I- ··Jut,s gaii;ied wide -~.acceptance since 11 ts exp91:1ition -by Brown -f1-, 8]0 
and 'bthers. ---
1: (' 
Exponential smootlti·ng of k th order _i-~ defined 
. --s Ck> 
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Thus, higher order smoothing results from a s1mple recursive relation-
" sJiip ....:. - -·---~-·- ··- ---- -.i-:: --· 
. . _-,.. . 
beginning with: 
(k) s ' = O':'X · + (1-a) S · (k) - (3. 2) 
t t t-1 
i.e., the estimate is a function of the latest observation and the 
.... 
last estimate. (O' is a smoothing consta~t .betwee_n zero and one.) 
• '4:J 
'."'l'he superscripts refer to order of smoqthing, the s_ubscrj.p_ts J9 a time 
index. "' . 
- ... - --------- --
- --- - ·- ·-- -- -·- -.. .. ... . ...... ---
Second order smoothing of -forecasting is particularly popular - --- ·-- ·_ ·1• , 1 
·for two reasons: ; · .. ' \ .... -,; 
(1) It allows estimation of a trend, i.e.-, a generating. function 
t:, ." 
.. ,'; 
of the fornl': 
\ 
.. (3. 3) . 
2· 
e ~ random deviation with mean of zero and variance, o 
t -
(2) Only 2 pieces of h-istorical ___ dat~_my_~:'t __ be stored 1.bY the com-
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· ·· As mentioned above, we may form a hypothesis as to ·the generating 
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'./····,, 
_ .. ,. . function of our observed time series. let us say that it is of 'the 
t 
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form: 
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. n -\ t· .' +- (3. 4) 
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Then our -fore·cas.t for t_b.e L . period in t'1e future ma¥ be expressed .. 
. ~· '~ 
•s a Taylor expansion: 
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" en> (0) 
A (1) L " (2) L X'· - X + L X :t - xt + + -.- -··x (3. 5) - 2 • • • t+L t t n t .,.. 
superscripts . (k) where the refer to the order of the derivatives; xt i.. 
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Brown and ,Meyer's [2] -~damental Theorem proves that it is possi'-
-ble to estimate the n + 1 coefficients~ (de.riva~iyes) is the hypothesized 
,. 
th -
n ordet polynomial by linear comb.itiations of the 'i first· n+l orders 
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of· exponential smoothing. They further prove that the.smoothing· 
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-- .ct = Ci [ (6., - ~)s(l) _ 2(5 - -tr)S(2) 
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Although an nth order polynomial was used in the. development 
>. 
· (Eqn. 3_. 5), the method of·· exponential smoothing is mo:19e general. ·In. 
~ * general, where n fi.tting functions _are proposed, methods similar to 
' ' 
the-above may be used to.estimate the coefffcients [2]. 
.. I 
. One final ob~~l'vation; it is obvious that this me.thod of attack 
is applicab.;le to stochastic processes that are not strictly stationary. 
The role of the fitting function(s) is to reduce the ~on-stationary 
~ 
series to pseudo-st-a:t,ionarity. · The ''noise" then is assumed to be' 
, 
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3·.2 Analogy to Wi~ner's Optimum Weights 
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_ The analogy. is. not perfec-t ·but .. some attributes of-· the exponential ' 






.\ smoothing scheme turn out to. be· very similar to W:Lener·•s optimum weights· ~ 
·.f'_ 
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•• For nearly all functions of practical .importance. 
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T.c> demonstrate tllis.;. let· us. consider· first. order.· 
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Let us e·xamine this expression more closely. We.see that it is a 
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recursi~e relationship that w~en sub~titutea-·into:itself for-success~ 












smoothing constant and 
x - realized value, time t. 
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All previous observations contribute to the estimate but figure 
·ca .1) below typifies the dimfnution of this contribut~on .as a function . 
. 
of the age of the observation. 
~The weight given to data, k periods agq is:· 
w = rt ( 1. - O!) k . 
·' 
·~ 
._ ___ . . ·-
. .. ···~~~~_When a is smal 1 the dec~y is -gradual .. and the ~eights apprqach 
.... ',·.,1·.t, ' 
those of an.· e<t"ually weighted moving average. The average _age, n, · of 
,, 
tb.e data in tfie- moving .average scheme -wi'th ex_,onential weights .,.is 
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age - a fundamental concept of ~xponential smoothing. .. . :tllustrated are 
. 01 ~ ~ 8. 
An exami-nation _of ____ the normalized autocorrelation function used ·by 
Wiener [21]: ·" 
·.- p (k) R (~) 
' xx (3 16) 










·indicates ,that with little or no ~erial correlation; 
p (k) ~ 0 for all k except k -- 0 
t·he ·ma.trix soiution would yield essent·ially constant weights for pa·st 
data 
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The matrix of coefficients is: -
-- .. -.-·--'' 
1.00 .80, .64 
---,······-····_,,_. 
. 80 1.00 .80 
t - .64 .80 1.00 
-
.51 .64 .80 
·Optimum weights , n are def fned by: 
w = 1-lL 
. w ·= vector of weights •, 
.· ·,-I = inverse of coefficient matrix 
.51 












from this we . f incl 
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. 64 .51 .80 
.80 .64 il .64 
.1.00 .80 w 
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. 51 (3 .20) · 
·.so. 1.00 . ' .41 
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Table 3 .1· shows how· the siimpler_~~-PQD.ent~tai-."-Jsmootbing. a-ppr-oxim~ates 
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of autocorrelation, an 
high, closely parallels 
We will make use oJ' t.his 
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Next, the basic · structure ·and the -e·rror sensing techniques. used 
·in.common_by all three forecasting models are described in detail 
. -
along wi t_h · the'ir statistical characteristics. 
I 
Finally, each model is developed and described :matJieniatically,~with 
supporting arguments. 
4.1 Setting the Smoothing Constant 
We note that the smoothing constant/ is quit~ important because of -
its effective.d-iscounting of old information. Three important char-
acteristics of a fore~asting model are affected by the .smoothing 
constant: 
1.-------T.he sensitivity of· the model to real changes in the pattern_. 
.. 
of a time · series~-








3. 'Variability of the forecast·~· ~··. . . .. 
I.et us look .at-each of these more closely. 
"'.}, . . ,, 
~----- - ~- --
I 
.. ;', 
Pirst -~ it ·can· be se~n from the response of the sec<?nd order mode 1 ______ \ 
· -,·····--··•- .... , · .• · : 1· ,,-·-· .· ··· ·--,----~--:--.• ·-·-,•·.···•·,.n,,,·-.~---·" -..,.,,~,.<~.,., .. •""'·~ ~ .,...-.,..,...~~~--,,,,......,.,,,.-,--.,..,.,_~ ' -··· ... ····I"····---- .. ··-· .. -.. · .... ··..,-···---· 
·'· to a ·-unit step (see Appendix III) that the smoothing constant, -a plays - ··-··-····-----------··"<••··-····-···--·-
.. 
. a predominant role in facilitating response.· A small value of a causes 
excessive delay in response, a large value o,f -a, say a = 1 would c_ause 
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·resl)Onse with a .delay: o.f only.on~ rev.iew-peri·od~· Obvioiis-ly,-this delay 
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~- . . 
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-\ is important. It should be as short as possible, given that a response 
\ ' . 
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I - -- . 
. . _,- ., . . ' . ,, .. - . . ..... ------- ....... - ------· 
is desi_rable, i.e. , . that what we hav:~ -observed ts truly a cha,nge i.n, 
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·:_variabil.it'y··of the time series. and- the value of a. 
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Fr,r ·example. , · for · . 
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first orde·r smoothiµg, forecast variance .is given by: 
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variance of the time series. 
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-- ~ - __ .pl.'t._ shoutd be noted. that one of the prime purposes of exponential •• I 
smoothing (indeed, the source of the term''smoothing'') is to filter the 
noise in time series data.to yield a forecast series of low variability. 
The, practical sen·se of _this smoothi~g is to disregard random fluct- -. 
uations about our best estimate of .the mean. 
. 't 
Finally, fore cast -error affects costs of doing business. These 
costs usually are associated w~ th inveii·fory. For any 4estred service 
··leve.l .we may set cononensurate safety stock levels. These levels are 
\. 
d_etermined not by the va:rfabili ty of demand but by how accurately ·tie 
ca,n forecast ~mand. 
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Howeve.r, consider the. shop that manufactures many similar 
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The point to be made .~s that for · our pu.rposes we. are not so· much 









.. forecast error. Recognition of non-stationarity in a·time series and 
.. 
.. , 
accomodating· our~model to it will reduce thi,!1 forecast error, and t,,~_is 
'"· 
is the main thrust of our effort. 
·There is a body-of literature [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 23] concerning 
·, 
------the qptimal choice of a smoothing constant for various exponential 
,. smoothing .. schemes e· In many cases and especially for our particular 
purposes, these schemes are of little value ·because: 1 .. They re.quire 




' assumptions of stationarity are often not met for a .. period ·sufficiently 
.. 
long to jus~ify their use, and· 3. Deviations of the smoothing constant 
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Second orde! smoothiµ~ r,eadi ly adapts· to linear trends. 
Highe.r __ ·.order ,- even- trigonometric gene-rating-functions -e.an. 
be tracked reasona.bly wi ~h the second order mode 1 pr!)vided 
. . r 
the functions have long time period's. This is not an un-
1 
(4) .The pa_rticular .applications "for which this model was devel-
- . . r-· 
oped are somewhat les'S random than classical stochastic 
~ processes, i.e. , more subjected· to contamination of the ·' · 
_ . natural generating funct.ions and frequency distributions. 
,........ . :,· ·;, ... ' ,. 
A ·second important consideration in model development wa-s·siin-
plici ty ~ Simplicity of proces·sing, computation, and logic. This · · 
required certain·ai?pro~imations and heuristic approaches where more 
" 
eloquent models might be more defensible statistically. 
For example the ~hoice ·of mean aboslute error as a measure of 
.. 
. \ forecast. erro-r- rather than the more common r-oot--mean-square error w_~-~---
- --~ ·- - - - - . 
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dictated by the followin_g: a co~puter requires only 2 instructions-;-
SUBSTRACT and SET SIGN PLUS --for accruing absolute error .• The RMS 
- .. .,.. 
error computat~on requires.,, a· SUBTRACI' and two subroutine_~, EXPONENTIATION· 
... 
and SQUARE ROOT.· The rati<> of computing time ts about 12't>/1;· 
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smoothed mean· absolute forecast error at 
.. ,.,, 
------· ''. __ .,. __ ·-- .... _:_' ___ ·:_ .. ·~-..:::."!-. - _:.?, __ . ·.. :.r .. _ ...::~~---·, - ···-·---·-----·- --··-·---- -·--·· time t .... - ... - .... -· 
, ..... 
- ·- .' 
X . forecast for time t made a time t-1- · 
t-1-t , 
- · smoothing\. constant ·,-.:·-
-
The effects of this ·method are three-fold: (1) it saves core 
space, (2) · it saves computation time,· and (3) it gives a.better 
' . estimate of the current value of the absolute error. ------· ···-· --·----·-- ·-------··-·-· . ..;•- ···-··--~·-·· ... ; ·-·-----···-
. -~ 
' 
-·---L-----------·-·-···.:;- ·. . . .. 
We have the following.criteria for a choice of·such a statistic, 
· it: · (ll should be relatively insensitive- to the form of the- frequency 
distribution of the time series, (2) should be easily computed, and 
(3) should be statistically meaningful in order that safety· stock 
II •• ~-'", ,. 
lev~ls and othe·r management policies may be specified in terms of it. 
The absolute error has. the above desired characteristics. 




. ..... ,: . 
ratio ·of the mean absolute error to the standard deviation of several 
... 
distributions, 1s given, be low·· in 'Table· 4. 1. \ ' 
·f·. ' ·~-"-.·t 
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~·But;· more---· important is the signtf:icance in' terms., of senstng -a . new ti·me· 
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It is 1then sufficient for our purposes to assign a value to K 
· of, say 3 and be about 98% certain that,. when the absolute error exceeds 
the expected absolute error by that amount, .we are observing another 
time series. - • I 
4.3 The Ratio Model 
-----~-~----
---- ""· . ,_,; --·----:·---------------------
This mode 1 1s-·-the simples-t-·-of--the thr~e.. Forecastt'ng is b¥ _second-l •I 
.. 
-. !> 
. ~:. ' 
\ ~ ··, 
··:.'·;··' 
- I • 
. ,. ' 
\I. : 
' 
order exponential smoothing·. The smoothing constant is adjusted between 
upper.and ·lower limits as a function of the ratio of 2 estimates of 
the mean .absolute forecast· error . 
I, 
,,,.r . These 2 estimates are called the -"fast'.' estimat·e and the "slow" 
. , 
estimate a.nd are made by first order exponential smoothing e.g.; 
" A -
f 













new_ "fast" -estimate ·of mean absolute forecast error, 
r 
-cx - "fast" smoothing ~onstant, simulatio~ runs indicate 
f 
.. , .. 
. r' ... 
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, _ ix - ·forecasted for .time t, . \ 
t·. . . • " ~. : ~ . . ·,-. 
, ... 
• :.. .. _ .. ·---- _·-_.,._. :1. - . - .•. ---·- -- ... ~ --
-- -- - .---- ____ ._ - -·---- -- -- -- - ' 
------~ A . -- - , -----~---·-- - ·- . 
A ~· old est-ima-te . ------ -- , - ~------------ -.·: ... -
i ~ . 
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The slow e.stimate . is made identi~~lly e_xcept a smaller smoothinJ ... : ... 
. . 
. ' -
.. ~ '• 
- - -:,;.: 
constant is used. Simulation· studies ·ind-icate a value of about·. 05. · 
The te.rms "slow" anq "fast" come about as follows: The centroid 
"\. 
of the exponential Weights applied. t,o old data is analogous to the 
average age of data in a simple moving averag~. 
The position of this centroid. in time is determined by the value 
r 
· - ······ ., ... ,, ........... · - ···· of. the smoothing ..... ~onstant. If we let this centroid define the average 
.......... 
-·~ 
-- age, n, ,of the data; 
- - ------·----------~--""---------------
n = ~ - 1 
~ (4.4) 
-Like a moving -average, the response characteristi.,cs of the first 
order exponential smoothing models a.re a function of the ave.rage age 
of the data. For the fast mcxJel 
'· .# 















For the slow mcx:le 1; 
. -/ ; 
n _ = 2/. 05 - 1 
=·39 
·" . 
, (4. 5) 
\. 
Thus the fast model -res·ponds 39/7 or about 6 times as fast as the 
slow one. Or we ~ay say it is 6 times as sensitive. --. 
. ...... 
. . . The .model works like this: · Given that we are tracking a stationary 
. •, 
.... --··-· "~--·--·-·"· ... .,- .. ,-.... ~., .... ' :_--'= \ 
..... ---·---· .. ;·="-~----'. ... _____ ~tim~-~.~i-Jes .. , .. 1:.be·.· expected value of the' two estimates are the same, s·ay'" ----------· -
i' ·. 




• 797 times the standard deviation of the ·series for a nobia1 di·s~ri-. 
bution. u ,,\ 
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·~ The -fast estimate.· is sensitive to raridom fluctuations in· the data . . .... -
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·- -- . ~ 
-model is a functi.o!l· of the. ratio of the slow·. and _the fast estimates~ 
-'\ ··-
T.h us,. it also oscillates with small ampli tudl~ and periodicity · about a · 
--- •/' . •.,. 
\ 
. 
1 ow value. -· ·. •· - -~-;- · - -.... __ , ..... - - M, . • - . .:...·-.·. - .... 
. . . 
·Howeve-r,. a s:tep .in 'the me~h of the se:ties, drives the ·forecast 
' ., 
error up. It is sensed .. first by the fast estimate. The ratio drives_. 
the forecasti~g smoothi~g constant towar4 an.. upper bound commensullate 
-- ~:~--. . .¥' 
; ·. . - . .. . ·\ __ . -- . ~-----·---· 
' 
to-the size of the error. 
Conversely, as.we come " . " on track , the diminution of the error ·1s 
sensed fi~st by the fast estimat~· and the ratio is such as to drive 
the second order forec_asting constant downward toward a lower bound • 
. This manipulatlon of Q' is descr.ibe-d mathematically and graphically 
below. The .. net effect is. to raise Q' when a basic change in the time 
f 
series is sensed to allow_ more rapid tracki11g •.. ·Where the series is 
trul• stationar.y,_ a is diminished for· a forecast·- with low variance. 
j : .... 
,:_ .. 
j• 
.. ·-. ...... ~ ..... 
.-' 
Let a' be th~ value of the smoothing constant, time,,:~t, 
. t -
. ~f - the fas-t estimate of mean absolute forecast error,-
A - the slow .estimate of mean absolute -forecast error, 
s 
a - the up.per limit for the adaptiv:e sm9othing constant, 
____ , _______ m~ax__ _ . _ _ _ 
Q' . 
· min 
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We should . at this pqint -discuss more ful.ly the~e upper and lower 
' bounds for the ·adaptive_ smoo~hing constant. 
\ --
.• 
. 3 models. 
'·t· 
-~ ... ---- -· 
The 
. ' 
value ·· of ~ 5 was ____ chosen because:. ·- (l) 
They are used in 2 of the 
-~ * 
·aro,iri · ..shows that a 
.... -'------ ~=··=·secmid_:·~or.,de.x,,~"mode.1,,,_with"~"a~:::. ~ 5 will track a time series step function 
--~ .. :.· __ _:..::.,._ 
/1·. ' .. ·.· . 
,, - . ' 
._ . _" •, ...... '·-
•'.' ' -
' -· . ' ·• 1 ·. 
-
... 
·' with a delay of only 2 periods, (2)·· second-order.,models have a tendency_ 
I . . . i. 
With O! = · ·• 5·, s imula,t"ion shows an optimum balance is 
·t·c ····-·---------···------ ---····---------·-----··--· 
achieved between overshoot ·_and time lag. 
As tor the lower limit , . 025 was used in the main ezperiment. 
' l 
This value· was somewhat arbitrary. Empirical studies on the Plant O 
,1 




., for values of . 015 · to . 03 0 (see Appendix IV). Secondly, the lower, 
I -
- -




---·-· -istical · methods cited above or by simple simulation with historical 
~~ .......... ------_-· . --~~~cc-···--. 
,, 




- With lower bound OD O! at .025 ·against a· Second order model ·Wf.th Ct 
--·-------------·-·-··----------fixed at, .025, for purposes ·of equitable comparison. 
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Fig. 4. 1 
Figure 'l. l illustrates·!·an example of an adjustment on Ci. A < A 
f s 
.. -
so the ratio A / A is fonrted~ 
f. ..s 
... 
The distance a is d'riven toward J the lower limit, a is propor- ·· 
-min 
tional to the distance of (A·/ A )t· from 1. 




-~ The operation· of the model on tracking a step fun-ct ion is graphic-
~ '~ . l!i, 
a1·1y ShOV,Jl in Appendix-III. 
.. 
;. 
Some final comments on this model: 
--
(1) It continually adjusts et thus· requi:res_ more computatiop. time· 
.... 
that the "Panic'' 'model to be described next.-·.: 










superior to ,the fixed second" order ·model j in __ ~f.orecasting 100 ,'. ··· · · ·· ···· ·· ii~-.--
't' ' products over 50 periods. 




var.i_ance. In the_ e~periment- to be des.cribed in detai 1 later,\ 
~··! ' 
one time series demonstrated ~inearly increasing.variance. 
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'. · :,. . . · The Ratio model bec8me highly unStal)le and yielded a much. . · '.i 
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· ·4.·4·- The Panic Model 
~··., . 
. ·~·-=~:-=~~-~ .. -· ------~----·:~ .. ---.. :···-·'. ... ~;-=~:·_ . =--===-=-~----,r· 
. ff .. , " . . . . . ' ·,-:; 
. a ..... pan i--c~~~- _Q' ~- ~--- ,ln.:....the ...... .,..,. :~--,-------··=-c - ~ii 
·:,;· 
=· 
. . \ . 
The modeJ is an adaptation·-of the coticept o.f 
:, .. 
- _- .:-___ -- ·,- ·-
____ L_·---~-~--..,--____ ,: __ .,c ____ .!'pariic" model (described in [2]) the smoothing constant, a is set to 









-This \larger a is· called _the ''panic· Cl'", and serves to rapidly adjust the 
-.. __ ,, ___ -····· -- -· -·-·-----·-- -··--d ·-· ' ·--···--·-. ---···- __ ... _ ... --·----- -- ---·-
.. 
fore~asting system to the new conditions . 
. The model described ·and used herein is somewhat different in 
that: 
i . . . 
. - ', . '~ . •.; 
-----···----------·-----------·----~ ...... _ 
. · (1) Non-stationarity is se,t1E:1~g _____ aut_omatically __ ,t_hr_ough--the--estimate-
c• of mean absolute forecast error covered above . . J 
(2) , The value -to which a is. Ghanged is not fi:xed but de.pends __ upon~ 





. ·----. . ~! 1 • 
cast error, and ... 
(3) The increased value of Ct is not ~ed. -for a fixed length of '\ 
.. 
' C 
time but depends upon the·characteri'stfcs of the ·perturbation 
I , 
(). 
"that caused ···1 t. 
---·-·--··--·----=--·---·_-_-.·_ --------~ __ T_b~- basis of the forecast is a second-order exponential smoothing 
- .... 
,!' •• 
· model with adaptive smoothing constant. The recursive equations for 
:~setting this constant are: 
·o = A / A . --
. · · .. \ t · t-1 (4.9) 
. ' 
.. . .... . . 
. . -~···-··--·-----·---~ ' -~-...-··---,----------""~' ~~---·····--·~--~-- ....... - .. •.-.•. ,·: 
- estimate of 'mean absolute forecast _erro~, time t· · 
. . .· -----
R = (2.75 ~A ±:l) / D ·. _: (4.10). 
~ 
_.. . . a - the smoothing ~onst~nt·· used in. the estimation of A···. 
· _. -· ,~.-A t ' f 
' \ 
. . 
-~ .. . . '.. 
•i 1' . · · 
R -will J)e ___ ~xactly 1 ·When a foreca~t ·error. of 3. 75 A (approx-
. ~- t-1 
' ·.~-. . I 
1 • . 
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r : Prom these ratios .a is set: - -~-- .- -~·-'· - -
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' L' - ,...., 
= a ; . 
-
(1- 1/R) (4:~12) 
t-1 




and a are as described under paragraph 4.3 above. 
min 
We found the values ~5 and .025 to be best·generally. !J 
* This may be shown as follows: 
Let the forecast error· at t = 3.75A ·, 
t-1 
i. e ~ , 'X 
t 
A·. 




~ . .,._, 
A 
A O!A (3 cr ) + (1 - a ) t X A 
I, 
3. 75 A hence: 
t-1 
A - a (3. 75 A ) + (1 
-t A - t-1 
the.ratio (equation 4.9) we 
D =.A 
t 
/ A 1 t-
-
a . (3. 75 A . ) + A . · t-1 
= 3.75 a· A, + 1 - a A 








Q'. ). (At-1) A 
have: 











ft .. = (2.75 a· 1 + 1) / (2.75 a -..,.· 1y 
. , . A ·- - ---- A .. 






















The forecast- error must be _ smoothed fir.s~, then analyzed -to .pr,vent 
' \ . 












--..----'--~~~----· ~----~-~oo· soon.;· fience-,·-the-rather round-about· error sensing technique. 
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The' •jor diffe.rence between 'this mode~ and the Ratio mod.el _ts. 
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use· of a panic a and it is diminished back to -the oi_-~i1tna1· value as we _:__ . ' . : . . : .- - r -
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- I 
_results . \ 
Sunnnary cononents on this model are: 
1. There is no continuous low level -oscillation of a- as in the--
·-Ratio model. 
.. --
2. Beha-vior is quite stable with an increasing variance condition. 
,-
3. Response is rapid and adequate bu.t with some overshoot when 
- ~- ~- .. .. -· - ,·< • -··· -
'the time series incurs a _·step. . ' 
-r 
. -- 4. The model cannot capitalize on an interval of essentially 
--
constant d~mand. . (Tjlis is: an· anomaly often seen in the de·mand 
data used i.n the main experiment). 
5 • 
. ,, ;. ,, 
The panic routine is called in only on demand, conseq:uently 
. 
computation time is g~eatly diminished over the Ratio model. 
4. 5 T~e- Salvo -Mode.1.;_, 
\ 4.51 The Salvo C~ncept -~-~ ___ .,,,____ .. 
·T'";,,, 
Mayer [9] · deri~es ~nd presents -some· concepts on _a method of fore- .. -
' ~ -·-·· 












l - . ft '. ---- . - -- - - . ' " 
.casting he terms a Salvo System of Forecasting .. The term salvo come·s ~ 








k' The eff ec.;. 
' \ ' - _- _- . _---
·, .. 
/ from the use of seve:r~a1 forecasting sys~ems simultaneously. 
. i ----- --~-
- ----- - -- . !.---- --
~:;<•--.~,-- -
. tiye _forecast is a weighted, linear combinatiop of 
.••.. l ____ ····--·-------- - t:.-.!,_ 
all forecasts. -The---~-~-'---. ----J~-'.,c .. 
-· r 
-,- ........ -- .l· 
- ·-·--- ---·--·r--.. ·-·- ... r·:---
weights on each being se-t by, an estimate of the current' forecast error 
' ·., . 
... 
·-~ - -- ~---·- ---
~~ 
. . . - . i _ 
~ --------- --- -~- iJ 
·. ,; - 1': 
., of that t;1ystem. ., 
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· Fis~er, in his ,Theory of 'Stat~stical Estimation defines the . -.. - ' '\···\~·· ~-
-, 
. amount of information . provided by an' estimate. ,as- ,t!te reciprocal of its 
~j ·-· • - •• , 
. -----.~. -· _.... 
_____ ,, _______ _.._•-••·-•·•-•-·•~ •· -r-
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-·- -· -· -· - ··-·-·----~ --· -- .. -- . --A- --. ---··· ... -······- ·-···----·- ------- ---···--·---- - -- ·- --
.. 
D - effective estimate (forecast) o~ demand. 
V - variance ~f i th method.· i ~ 
A· 
. th d - estimate (forecast) of i .method. 
' i 
. ,, \ 
,-r__, 
- If variance is computed by conventional methods, tw_o undesirable 
characte~istics result: 
1. ·.- . As more and more data is added, the· e$timate and· hence the 
• 
_, II 
- / • 
. ·system becomes less and less sensitive. 
. . . 
I,.-
2. CotttP,µtation becomes more and more ,unwieldy~ 
To avoid these ·difficulties, we estimate the variance by first · 
order exponential smoothing. 
- - We. might anticipate· an objection at_ this point: It is obvious 
- ,, 
.,  
. from .elementary statistics that the fewer the data, the wider the 
.~·.·. 
. I 
... confidence limits on the _estimated variance. By exponential smoothing:, .. ,...... __ 
. . ·i .• :~ 
~- we 
·.' ---~--------1:.. ..... ·-. . :__.,.____:_ _____ . ·: ____ , ___ ,.,._. t""'.· ',,. -, ,· . 
. . . 
. 
• .
give up some data . 
~-- --~ ---'-~----------.,-, -----However, for the.purposes. of forecasting it is 
~ \ . ~ 
F , .. \ ·,~. ff }/' . 
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(4. 20) 
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plant (Plant O) and monthly dE:lmand for 50 products· manu:fa_ctured at an 
eastern·plant (Plant A) for-years 1958-1962~ 
· . · 5. 2 Prevalence o·f Non-Stat i-onari ty .<I 
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One prime u~derlying assumption in this work on ad~pti•e expo-
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· A x~ analysis using a 2 x 2 c9nting~ 
ency table shows correlation to be 
sign;i.ficant at the .. 995 level. 
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analysis Using Va 2 X 2 conting-
ShOWS correlation to be table ency 
significant 
• 
~ ,_.,, ' 
at the .995 level 
5~3-··· ~ensitiv'ity of_.Mod~1s to Time· Series1 .length - Square Wave ·Experiment 
-- ---'. 
.. \ 
There were three objectives to this. experiment: 






The ·.associated smoothi·ng estimate mean 
constant · has an effect on ·the minimum lengt.h of a series that·,, 
·-·-··--·--·--·----------. - . -··-----·---···----·-·--------------........ - ----·- . 
discerned and beneficially handled. For example, 
·q.ui te short time Seri.es 
\\ 
(high fre~uency square wave) will ·be 
.... 
:effe.cti:ve ly integra,ted by this first order smoothing · and the 
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_the . adap1:i ve model with a 2 -cr change ln the time series .. --. ::.$. 
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A 10 a change. should show the ·adaptive model to be much better." 
SoJne ··hl,:a1uation of. the smoothing --constant used in the first 
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r was needed. 
-T-be experiment consisted- ot ,application of the Panic Model and a 
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. ~. sta.,tion.ary series . .This was hypothesized at the, · outset and efforts were 
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made to suppress the·, adaptive features when the series was stationary. 
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:Apparently these efforts were~ not totally succes,sful or the conventional 
mode 1 would never have -been superior. 
.. Some further techniques for supp-ressing the adapt.ive features. might 
be· tried. Generally. I found that emphasizing the suppression worked to 
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Figure I-1 Weekly Demand on Code 224A, 1962 
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illustrates t.i: ,_,. .,., non-station~rity in ·t;iemand st-a tts-
/ 
tics . The procfuct 
,~· 
is a phenolic terminal strip -.one of mo.re than 
400 types commonly used in communications facilities. 
--- .. 1\ , ... 
The dashed lines represent linear _regression lines fitted to 
outline. the 4 time series ·that 
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The correlation analysis sununarized her_e and the scatter P,lots 
following demonstrate that there--~is a c.orrelation betw~en·H (°the Hartley 
number) and p(l) {the autocorrelation coefficient, lag 1) on the one 
' 
' ~ ha:r.id and the effectiveness of the adapt.1:ve models in reducing the Mean 
Abi6lute ·Forecast Error on.the other. _ 
~----~-- -------- - -------------- ------~-
. 
. . ... . 
. ,X is the' ratio of Mean Absolute Error for· :the ~daptive model 
· . indica t·ed, to· th_e \ Mean Absolute Error of. the equivalent. Conventional 
Sec<;>nd "Order Smoothing Model. y is 
1
t,he measure. qf' non-stationarity ' 
.(either Hor p (!))shown. H is norm·alized to percent of critical value 
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A0 . is the intercept of the linear regresston·li.ne on.the- Y· axis. 
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